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Abstra ct— Th e p roton exch anging memb ra ne fuel cell
(PEM F C), is th e most u sed cell, bu t it requ ir es a good water
ma nagemen t for its optimal op er ation . Th e polymeric memb ra ne
plays the pr in cipa l r ole in wa ter tr an sp or t a nd pr oton exchan ge
in the cells.
In order to a na lyze th is p henomen on , on e
dimensiona l ma th ematica l model is pr esen ted by a gover ning
eq ua tion.
T he membr an e is r egar ded a s a homogen eous
str uctu re. T he conser va tion eq ua tion is discr etized u sing th e fin ite
volumes meth od a nd the n umer ical solu tion is ca lcula ted by a
pr ogra m conceived with FORT RAN lan gua ge. T he na tur e of
sp ecies tr an sp or t an d ionic con ductivity in the memb ra ne a re
illustra ted u sing va riou s cur ves. The ob ta ined resu lts ar e in good
agreemen t with those foun d in liter atur e.

adapted to simulation by the fact that it does not contain any
exponential function which leads to reduce computing time.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
figure (2.1) shows the membrane which is located at the cell
middle between anode and cathode in which it reigns a
balance of water flow resulting from the effect of several
sweeping forces: the electrosmosis phenomenon which
attracts the water molecules from anode towards cathode, the
gradient of water concentration which involves the molecules
from cathode towards anode and a very weak effect due to
pressure gradient.

In dex Terms— PEM Fu el Cell, p olymer ic M emb ra ne, water
ma nagemen t, ionic resista nce.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE fuel cell transforms chemical energy into electric
power. This mode of energy production becomes more
attracting because it has environmental advantages (very low
emissions of acoustical and chemical pollutants). The PEM
fuel cell is characterized by a fast starting which lead to wide
uses on vehicles. However, it remains with well controlling
certain aspects like cost and operation such as the water
management in the various layers of fuel cell. Among these
layers we distinguish the membrane which constitutes cell
electrolyte and ensures the protonic conduction from anode
towards cathode under the influence of an electric field.
Several water flows pass by the membrane which requires a
good regulation to maintain a suitable level of water content
in order to ensure a better protonic conduction. By analyzing
recent models available in literature concerning species
transport and water management in the membrane, we
generally note that models differ in the expression of
diffusion coefficient. The models of N. R. Siegel [1], Y.
Wang and Al [2] and P. H. Lee [3] use an exponential
function which often depends on the cell temperature water
content. In contrast, C Sui and Al [4] avoid the use of the
exponential form and choose a simple differential expression
containing the terms of water activity and water content. In
this work we choose this last form of diffusion coefficient
which presents well the phenomenon. In addition, it is more
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Fig. 2.1 : cell scheme

A. Hypothesis







Homogeneous and isotropic membrane structure.
Water in the membrane is in molecular form.
Steady state.
Cell temperature remains constant.
Water in electrodes is in vapour phase.
Computational domain is onedimensional

B. Governing equations
The generalized equation of water transport in the
phenomenological model is written:
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(2.1)

In general, the permeability of water in the membrane is
much smaller than drag and diffusion terms, thus we can
neglected the term of pressure and by rewriting equation (2.1)
in the form of conservation, we obtains:
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Water activity at the borders is expressed by the relation
given by B. Cheng and Al [6]:

a = yv
Drag coefficient nd is expressed as a linear function of water
content λ [5]:
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Vapour saturation pressure is expressed the relation given by
Y. Wang [7]:
log 10 Psat = -2,1794 + 0,02953(T - 273,15)

- 9,1837x10 5 (T - 273,15) 2 + 1,4454x10  7 (T - 273,15) 3
(2.10)
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Replacing n in equation (2.2) and for steady state we obtain:
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Vapour molar fraction yv is expressed as a function of

To avoid Schröder paradox (number of water molecules jump
between liquid water and the saturated water vapour), our
study is limited in the non saturation interval of the
membrane, thus the water content is related to the water
activity by an experimental relation [5]:

l = 0,043 + 17,81a  39.85a 2 + 36a 3 0< a ≤ 1

yv =

relation (2.9), and then we calculate λ using the equation
(2.5).
2) Anode side (x= 0): At this boundary, is carried out proton
supply coming from hydrogen reduction. In this case, we
fixed φa at very low in order to show the impact of
diffusion coefficient on numerical results. By fixing the
value of the relative humidity we can calculate the water

(2.6)

activity by the relation (2.9), and then we calculate
using the equation (2.5).

Coefficient D’ is expressed in each interval:

D’ = 0.25 λ,
D’ = 0.5 + 0.8125 (λ − 2),
D’ = 3.75 + 0.267(λ − 6),

0< λ ≤ 2
2< λ ≤ 6
6< λ
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III. NUMERICAL RESOLUTION

Membrane protonic conductivity is given by Springer et al.
[5]:
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Membrane resistance is calculated as follow:
xm 1
R=
dx

(2.11)

1) Cathode side (x= xm) : At this boundary, water production
by chemical reaction will take place, therefore the value of
relative humidity is rather high. By fixing the value of
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relative humidity φc we can calculate water activity by the
(2.5)

Diffusion coefficient is given by Springer et al. [5]:
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relative humidity φ :

(2.4)

The conservation equation is discretized using finite volumes
method [8] with centred difference scheme. Numerical
solution is calculated by a program conceived with
FORTRAN language. In calculation of diffusion coefficient
we introduce small linear interpolation to determine the
inverse function of equation (2.5). The value of water content

λ at curve inflexion point is determined by using the formula
(2.8)

C. Bounda ry conditions
The computational domain is extended along membrane
thickness on x axis direction. By knowing current density,
equation (2.4) can be solved with Neumann boundary
conditions but usually the water flow is not known, therefore
we choose Dirichlet boundary conditions which present water
content at catalyst/membrane interfaces. By knowing the cell
operating temperature and pressures in cathode and anode
sides, we can determine the values of water content at the
borders by the following steps:

of exact solution. The algorithm of GaussSeidel is used to
carry out the iterations on the variable λ, after 16269
iterations the program converges with a relative error of 105.
The parameters of basic case and the constants are presented
in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Values of base case parameters
symbol

designation

value

unity

F
I

Faraday constante
Average current density

96487
10000

C/mol
2
A/m

M

Equivalent weight of dry membrane

1,1

kg/mol

s

Swelling facteur

0,126

P

Pressure (anode and cathode sides)

1,5

bar

T

Cell temperature

353,0

X

Membrane thickness

5x10

m

ρ

Density of dry membrane

2000

kg/m

φa

Relative humidity of water vapour at
membrane/catalyst anode interface

0,03

φc

Relative humidity of water vapour at
membrane/catalyst cathode interface

0,75

°K

5
m

3

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Wa ter content profile in the membrane
The curve obtained on the figure (4.1) represents water
content in the membrane; it shows a good agreement with the
results obtained by P. C. Sui [4]. The water content λ
increase along the positive direction x axis, therefore along
the curve λ we do not find any maximum or minimum except
the minimal value at anode border and the maximum value at
cathode border. In the interval x = [0, 0.3] we notice a weak
increase in the water capacity but beyond this interval the
value of λ increases quickly that is due to fast increase in
diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 4.1: Water content in membrane.

B. Effect of membrane thickness
The figure (4.2) shows the profiles of water content
calculated on the range of membrane thickness (50, 100, 175
μm) while keeping the same boundary conditions of base
case. Therefore, by increasing membrane thickness, diffusion
term decrease and drag force term remains constant in the
governing equation. Consequently, water content profile
shifts towards cathode side.

Fig. 4.2: Effect of membrane thickness

C. Effect of current density
The figure (4.3) shows the profiles of water content calculated
on the range of current density (5000, 10000, 15000 A/m2),
while keeping the same boundary conditions of base case. By
increasing current density, drag force term carries on
diffusion term in the governing equation. Consequently,
water content profile shifts towards cathode side.

Fig. 4.3: Effect of current density.

D. Ionic conductivity
Ionic conductivity characterizes membrane permeability to
allow the passage of protons; it is expressed by relation (2.7).
Figure (4.4) presents the curve of ionic conductivity
according to xcoordinates, it shows a similar pace to the
curve of λ, in addition its variation according to the variable

λ takes nearly a linear form, (see figure 4.5).
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The variable λ also varies according to xcoordinate, so it
complicates the expression of resistance R. Therefore, for
integral calculation we use a numerical integration which
gives a value R = 1,586x105 Ω. m.

V. CONCLUSION
One dimensional model presents a good approximation of
the multidimensional phenomenon of water management in
the membrane.
While choosing a condition of very low water content at the
anodic boundary we notice that the diffusion coefficient
causes a high increase of water content beyond x=0,3 of the
membrane xcoordinate, also as increasing current density,
diffusion term dominates and consequently water content
profile shifts towards cathode side. In addition, it is noted
that by increasing membrane thickness, diffusion term
decrease which causes a shift of water content profile towards
cathode side.
The shape of ionic conductivity curve
according to xcoordinate gathers with water content curve
and calculation of ionic resistance of membrane Nafion 112
5
gives a relatively low value (R = 1,586x10 Ω.m).
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E. Ionic resista nce
Ionic resistance (ohmic falls) limits cell operating at high
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(ratio of thickness to ionic conductivity) [4], therefore we
substitute equation (2.7) in equation (2.8) we obtain
resistance expression:
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